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LIVING IN CLOSE QUARTERS
For many years as a teacher at Long Bay, I've been hearing people tell about what it is
like to live in this environment where a lot of people share a small space .....
For some there is the problem of studying, with someone in the cell who watches TV till
late at night. Likewise for those who are preparing themselves for a Court appearance:
the peace and quiet that is so needed, is just not possible.
In past years there used to be the smoker sharing with the non-smoker. ... air pollution in
the cramped space of a prison cell must be hard to bear.
And music! Or what one calls music but another experiences as noise .... what's the saying
"One man's meat is another man's poison!" What torture it must be, I often think to not
be able to remove the 'noise' and worse, oneself, from a cell or corridor that is flooded
with unwelcome music hours at a time.
For the prison environment is not only a place where many people are required to share a
small space, but where those living in the small space (even if temporarily) have little
control about how the space is used. And communicating with others living in that small
space may not be an easy thing!
On the other hand, I, outside, can often decide whether I want to remain in a situation that
is too noisy, or where someone smokes. That freedom to attend to my basic needs is part
of feeling that I have some control over my life, and that I can create change for my
wellbeing. Sometimes, though, it is not possible to get away from things or behaviours
that annoy me. In these cases the only room for movement is to negotiate with other
people to bring a change that suits me, and is OK with them.
But negotiation is not an easy thing to do! Fortunately nowadays in many places people
can learn about Assertive Communication (and that is the case in the Therapeutic Units in
prisons too). The 'name of the game' is to communicate one's needs in a respectful way,
that also honours the different needs of the other person. Hopefully when both parties see
their different requirements, they can then find a solution that allows both of them to be
satisfied. This is particularly possible if we regard the wellbeing of others as part of our
own wellbeing too!
This all has a bearing on BAYWATCH. .. .for I see this prison magazine as a way for
people to share their different and varying experiences and approaches to life. This
allows the reader to step into the shoes of others for a while and see the world from a
different angle. This can lead us to be more understanding of people unlike ourselves
Surely this is a good thing?
Kit Shepherd
Co-Editor
Baywatch
MSPC I Long Bay Complex
PS please let us know what sort of things you'd like to see published in Baywatch in the
future
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TEACHING IN THE PRISON SYSTEMinterview with Rebecca McGuinness
teacher of Reading and Writing in Violent Offenders Therapeutic Program

Kit: What is the aim of Reading and
Writing programs in prison, as you see
it?
Rebecca: To help the fellows develop
their skills: to read, write and
communicate more effectively.
Communication is the key.
K: Why do you say that?
R: In the VOTP, where I work, people
learn to express themselves verbally
and in the written form, more
effectively. This helps with handling
their anger and frustration. If you can
vocalise what you're feeling it staves
off the anger before it gets to a crazy
level. As the saying goes: "A problem
shared is a problem halved". Part of
the work in the VOTP is that the
participants need to learn how to listen
to other people's points of view. When
we listen, we don't always agree, but
we need to learn to respect that people
are entitled to their own opinions.
K: So this is part of your approach in
your teaching, to work on these skills
in the group?
R: Yes, I also work alongside the
Therapeutic Program, and the fellows
need to understand the concepts in the
program, to make it easier for them to
gain maximum benefit.
K: What results do you see from your
teaching here at VOTP?
R: I see after I 0 weeks (sometimes it's
longer clue to lockclowns etc), that my
students are better listeners and
communicators. They are usually
more capable in writing, and able to

use their imaginations and creative
sides. Creative writing is a way of
thinking outside the confines of the
walls and the mind! That is a better
way of dealing with wanting to get 'out
of it' all the time. I know for me, if
I'm having a rough time, my mind
goes round and round with no result.
But there are other ways of dealing
with those thoughts: writing creatively
or reading a book that ignites the
imagination.
K: And rewards in your professional
life?
R: I feel I learn as much from my
students in my class as they learn from
me. For example, I learn how to be
strong and courageous and honest and
accepting of the situations that I can't
control. .. .I feel that here, big time.
K: And challenges?
R: Lockclowns! They interrupt the
continuity of my access to students,
which is problematic. Also I'm
constrained in my teaching methods by
the four walls. In my other work, in
TAFE, schools and Rehabs, I like to
take students outside, and on
excursions - say the beach - to feel the
stimulus from what they see, hear and
smell. You can't do that here!
K: Is there anything else you'cllike to
say?
R: It's an extremely rewarding job.
consider myself fortunate to be
working in prison. Compared with
other places where I teach, this work
opens my mind, and that is great in a
professional sense.
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Drawings by N.G.

A BACKWARD RACE

I

Whilst travelling the outback along the
Barcoo,
One gets to observe a very good view,
Of how the farmers and townsfolk
socialise and meet
Where a day at the club,
Comer store and local pub
Was considered the main event for the
week
Now you might like to know, that the
annual show
Was voted the main event for the year
Where new clothes were bought,
New hairdos were sought
And the wives blew the budget without a
care
It became evident that the most
(FEATURIOUS) event
Was a horse race called the Barco Grand
Cup
Where it was ruled of course,
That a locally bred horse
Was permitted to run the 2000meter lap
Now a man of renown, who lived out of
town
Had a horse whose exploits were well
known
He could pull out a log,
Pull a tractor out of a bog
He was muscular, strong and his colour
was brown
But the horse had a problem that caused it
to snort and curse
Bur the only way he could have a crap was
whilst going in reverse
But the owner full knowing his horse's
(DEMISE),
Still entered him into the race to win the
$100,000 first prize
When the great day an-ived the crowd was
very tense
And started betting with their hard earned
dollars and cents
For there was no denying the bets they
were flying

When this horse
arrived full of food
and his thirst was
quenched
When the starters
bugle connnence to
wail,
Our gallant little hero just lifted his tail,
And gave out a fart that smelt nothing like
arose,
Causing the clerk of the course to hang
onto his nose.
The race was started, they broke out in a
fine line,
And our gallant little hero was doing. just
fine,
But at the 1900 meter post his bowels
started to quiver
And he realised he'd have to get rid of the
fi·eshly made manure
So being 12 lengths in fi·ont he leapt in one
bound
And sprayed the stewards' faces as he
spun around.
Now the race call announcer could not
comprehend
Why he was looking at a horse's rear end,
Whilst trying to call a race
He could never describe
How the horse went first past the finishing
post
With his backside
Well the show it is over, it had been so
much fun,
And they talked for years for how the cup
was won.
Now our hero he's back doing his farming
chores
As he can no longer run on any race
course
For he had been deemed to be in the
greatest disgrace
For him to run backwards and win the
Barcoo Cup Race ..

This poem was written by RichardT. Elliott 2lf!Q,99. Copyright Laws Apply
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GME

ALL FOURS
How many common 4-letter words can you find in the diagram by moving from letter
to adjacent letter up, down, forward, backward, and diagonally? A letter may be used
more than once in a word, but only after leaving it and coming back. Proper names,
abbreviations, contractions and foreign words are not allowed.
]
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There are 56 words .... can you find them?
T E G List your words here:
B A R L
N c H I
K w 0 M
p

. WORD GAMES PUZZLE
Place the answers to the word games onto the blanks on the right and then transfer the
letters into the corresponding locations in the diagram. When the puzzle is
completed, a message will be revealed reading across the diagram. Some letters in the
diagram are used in more than one answer, so work back and forth from the diagram
to the .answers.
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7. HARBOUR AND U AND ANOTHER WORD FOR GIRL
8. ABLE TO AND A THREE-LETTER GIRl'S NAME
9. NEITHER,

-~-AND

METHOD OF DOING

10. lOWER PART OF FACE AND SHO!"n FORM OF

DANIEL.~.-~~-~~-

11. lEAKING TYRE SOUND AND FEELING OF BEING

HURT~--~---~------.L..

12. TO STOP AND HAPPY AND LAST 3/5 OF FlESH
13. OPPOSITE OF ME AND MI'.LE GOOSE
14. USED FOR COOKING AND A AND OPPOSITE OF PA
15. PART OF LEG AND WORO FOR A FRIEND
16. SOUNDS LIKE A (OLDISH COUNTRY
17. STUPID BIRD POPULAR AT CHRISTMAS TIME
18. OPPOSITE OF ME A,-iD PIECE OF CARPET AND FOR

v

WHAT REASON

19. PADDLING A BOAT AND A CRAZE
20. SIX SIDED, SQUARE FACED 3-D SHAPE
21. EXTRA AND LARGE STONE AND A SHORT WORD
FOR COMPANY
22. SEEING PART OF FACE AND PAST TENSE OF RUN
23. GROUP OF MARAUDING DOGS AND IS AND
YELLOWISH BROWN
24. ABBREVIATION FOR ISLAND AND WHAT TRAINS
RUN ON
25. MUSIC FROM THE VOICE AND A AND NOT RICH
26. WING LIKE PART OF FISH AND PIECE OF GROUND

I

EAT YOUR VITAMINS
Vitamin A
Found in sweet potato, carrots, cabbage,
JlU!llRkin, spinach, apricots, liver, eggs
VitaminBl
Found in peas, spinach, beef, pork, nuts,
wholemeal bread
VitaminB2
Found in asparagus, cottage cheese, milk,
yogurt, meat, eggs, fish
VitaminB6
Found in potatoes, sweet potatoes,
bananas, chicken, turkey, salmon, trout,
tuna
Vitamin Bl2
Found in dairy products, offal, eggs, beef,
seafood
Vitamin C
Found in asparagus, broccoli, cabbage,
carrots, tomatoes, blackberries
Vitamin D
Found in egg yolk, cod liver oil, salmon,
sardines, tuna
VitaminE
Found in wheatgerm, prawns, almonds,
hazelnuts, peanuts, sunflower seeds
Vitamin K
Found in asparagus, broccoli, cabbage,
carrots, cauliflower, celery,_Reas, ~nach
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STEPPING STONES

PRISON IS ...

The lord came to me like a dream one day
and asked

It's waiting on letters when you're doing time

"Why do you sorrow?" I answered, "Lord
my life is of full of pain,
I can't face one more tomonow."

The lord sat down beside me, and gently took
my hand. He said
"Let me explain to you and then you'll
understand.
Each sorrow is a stepping stone you must
surmount each day; and every stepping stone
you climb is a sonow that's passed away.
The road of .life is a mountainside, .with
crevices in which to be caught
But as you struggle on your way, I the rock,
will lend you support.
Every stepping stone you climb makes spirit
and heart grow strong.
Exercising character and faith this road
seems painful and long.
The way is paved with stepping stones, to
uplift your heart and soul.
Though difficult they aid your way, to a city
paved with gold.
I know that you are tired, for I too have
walked this way.
Mu sonows did they multiply, but I cleared
many stones away.
I left my rock to lift you up, I left behind my
story.
To give you strength to make your climb, to
that special place in glory.

And your family and fi'iends won't or send you
a dime ...
It's waiting on visits that never take place.
From family and friends who forgot your face.
Its hearing them lie and saying they're trying
Making you promises but you know they're
lying.
It's making plans with someone who you
thought you knew
But their plans change and don't include you
Its hearing them say "How much they car"
But in a time'ofneed they are never there.
Its hearing promise and it goes straight to your
head.
But when push comes to shove they leave you
for dead.
Its feeling and love, Honour and pride, pam
and emotions and hurting inside
It's expressing yourself to your loved ones and
friends, but they can't
Feel your pain because you're in the pen
Its calling and hearing a block on the phone but
you maintain
Because life goes on.
Its real messed up when you're doing time
But that's pdson life, out of sight, out of mind.
'

!

And never fear, the rock is here, you'll never
climb this mountain alone
Surmount life's sorrows, continue on, for
they are but stepping stones.

Jacob HOLMES

Dean Privett

CONVERSATION WITH CLARENCE
K:

What do you think about having a course on Debating?

C:
Debating is good ... it is important because it allows you to
engage in conversation of any sort to deal with topics. You can
become more clear headed and not emotional: you can think better!
When we get out and have conversations, no matter how heated,
we may be able to approach the situation in a way that we don't regret later. Because
it's a risk factor for re-offending, if we can't communicate.
K:

I've heard that when people are lookingfbr work, the thing that bosses are looking for
·most in employees is that they can 'get along with people'. I sounds so simple, doesn't
it, but to get along with a big variety ofpeople requires a lot ofskill and training. But il
you can communicate broadly like that it gives you a lot offi'eedom to move among all
sorts of'people.

C:

Yes, it's important to express yourself clearly, as it helps in difficult situations.

K:

I agree, but what makes it hard to express yourself?

C:

The subject, sometimes. If it's a touchy subject for you, your thoughts can get clouded
by the emotion.

K:

Yes, and how can we humans manage emotions, in your experience?

C:

by trying not to personalise what's happening. Keep an open mind to other people's
thoughts by detaching yourself, being willing to accept other opinions.

K:

So you can simply decide that a point doesn't apply to you?

C:

Yes, the feelings start inside ... .if you feel misunderstood, you might min·or that same
behaviour and act badly toward the other person.

K:

How can we ever change? Where do those moments of insight come that take us fi'om
where we are now, to a new way ofseeing, feeling and behaving?

C:

It helps me if I take 10 minutes at the end of the day to reflect on conversations I had
dming the day: how I handled it, what went wrong, how it could've gone better and how
to handle it better in the future.

K:

It sounds to me like you are one of' those rare people who can accept your own mistakes
without being hard on yourself?

C:

Yes, that's right I reflect on what happened and learn fi·om it.

K:

Ifyou had some advice for other people about communication skills,

C:

Improve your listening. Be open to the opinions of others even when you don't agree.
(You can say to them in a conversation: "I don't totally agree with you, but I can hear
your side"). There are so many things to learn about communication, it's not fimny!

what would it be?

When I first came to gaol I had a small vocabulary and found it hard to express myself.
This changed through Education and self-education. I yo are open to change, it' II come
in good time.
K:

Great talking to you Clarence. !find communication a fascinating topic, and a source
of lifelong exploration!

Drawings by N.G .
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Conversation with William Lesi
about the Violent Offenders Program
K:

When you entered the program,
what had you heard about it? What
did you expect?

W:

That it was intense therapy! Many
people had doubts about its real
purpose ... .they reared that their past
offences would be exposed, one they've
not been charged for.

K:

Yes, but once I put aside my fears, the
program helped me to recognise patterns
and behaviours m the past, but not
specific to any offence. This related to
offending behaviour as a whole.

K:

So it was enlightening to you about
your life in a broader sense?

W:

Yes ... people get trapped in a cycle
of thinking and behaving, especially
those in the criminal lifestyle ... the
course helps to understand what
those cycles are. It puts that in plain
language, and shows the causes and
effects of the cycle.

K:

And why is that useful?

W:

Once you get an understanding about
what's involved with behaviom patterns,
what makes up a cycle, you get a clear
understanding of how it affects you in
your life.

W:

K:

W:

So are you saying this ... seeing that
problems and series of events happen to
many people, allows you to put yourself
in a bigger picture?
Yes, a lot of people think that what's
happening to the, noOone else has
experienced it. But the truth is, for those
in gaol, someone has gone through it
before. There's a wealth of knowledge
about how to handle the pressure
involved in dealing with these problems.
I'm interested m what you're saymg
about people thinking they're the only

Yes, that isolation happens easily. As a
young person you might not get the

attention you need, or you get into some

Was that the case with you?

W:

K:

one? How is it possible that people
become so isolated from others that they
don't see that their experience is very
like that of others. I've also heard
people in gaol say that they felt that noone could see them, so their behavioms
didn't impact on others ....

trouble and get negative attention. You
then start to hide what you're like,
because people don't accept you. And
, this means you build a front, and show
that to people, rather than the real person
undemeath. And by relating to
people only through the front, you
don't
actually
have
any
connection with them. And this
is what isolation is. You don't
relate to anyone on a deep and
meaningful level, about who you
really are.

K;

Well put! So getting back to the
VOTP .. the program, how does it help?

W:

it is a tool to understand yourself.

K:

And wouldn't people say that's just selfindulgent navel-gazing ... a wank? Why
is that important to you?

W:

Let me give you a metaphor. It's like if
you're a bird but you don't know you're
a bird. You spend all your life walking
up and down tripping over stuff... you
don't know you can fly.

K:

So it's about fulfilling the potential that
is in you?

W:

You're getting a taste of that. A glimpse
of your possibilities and not only that,
but the possibilities in everyone. Once
you see that, you have deeper respect
for life.

K:

It sounds like the program is truly about
'D1ankyou for
'rehabilitation; then.
putting your ideas across so clearly.
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WHO SAID I HAVE AN ADDICTION
OR DISEASE?
"Hi, my name is John and I am an alcoholic"
"Hi, my name is Peter and I am a gambler"
"Hi, my name is Alan and I am a junky"
"Hi, my name is Ron and I am addicted to footy"
"Hi, my name is Adam and I have a disease"
How many of us have heard these familiar statements? Most of us have, we then begin
to believe what others state and claim to have as what we might have.
The wonderful thing about being human is that no two are ever the same, no two ever
live the same life and yet some of us believe we have the same addiction/disease.
Ask yourself this question: "Whether I abuse alcohol, gambling or drugs, do I really have
a disease, and if I do have a disease (as others told me I do) why are we all then not
addicted to the same substance?"
Why are some people hooked on ICE, others on the pokies, others on the grog and
others on Heroin?
. The are a million reasons why some people abuse a substance/behaviour and just as
many people who don't.
Before that needle goes in your vein, or before you drink that tenth scotch, something
happens first.
YOUR THOUGHTS TRIGGER AN ACTION AND FROM THE ACTION, YOU HAVE A
RESULT!
Think about it! The needle doesn't just pop in your vein, the grog doesn't just find your
mouth and fall in! You chose to put it there, by the thoughts you thought prior.
Most people abuse something because of negative thoughts and feelings. No one in their
right mind who is feeling positive and happy will go and stick a needle in their arm or self
sabotage their lives and that of their loved ones.
So before you conclude that you have a disease or an addictive personality, stop and
think! Ask yourself:
" Why do I do what I do?"
" How did I get here?"
" What happened in my life's path to re-direct me here and now?"
" Do I want to be here?"
" Do I like being sad and angry?"
" Do I like seeing my loved one's suffering?"
For every question, there is an answer and only you know it.
"I think therefore I am"
My thoughts become my actions and my actions become my results.
This article has been written by Christos1 Drug and Alcohol Counsellor MSPC
If you would like to learn more skills in how you can change your thinking and behaviour to improve and live your life
let me know. Thanks for reading this_ artide!
------~---------·-

LIVING ON THE

l
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STREETS~

an interview with N

!learned a lot from living on the streets ... about not taking things for granted.
You realise that most people don't have anything. On the first night I was seen
as "new on the block" and a bunch of other people, most older than me, took me
under their wings and looked after me. I saw how much courage they have to do
things; to be happy even if they have no accommodation.
They taught me how to hang out in different places every few days, so you
didn't get busted.
At age 14 I spent 3 months on the street. Then I spent 3 weeks in
accommodation. I was chucked out into a psychiatric hospital, and from there
onto the streets, because I was on drugs. The police picked me up after a week.
It wasn't too bad.
Now I think that having a warm bed is better than being on the streets.

K:

It sounclv to me like no-one wants to know you if you are on drugs?
Yes, I went to RPAH once after an overdose. I woke up and didn't know where
I was. I was hungry so I got up and went and stole some food from the shop and
went back to hospital. The nurse was going on about something and !lost it, so
I was charged and kicked out

K:

how does the.fillure look for you, now you're older ... the prospect ()/going back
on the streets?

N:

Most people who come to gaol lose their acco1mnodation. The placement I had
kicked me out. I can't get into rehab at the moment, so I'm waiting for that.
I don't want to go to a psych hospital but to a rehab, to get to the root of my
problems. I promised my niece that I'll get off and stay off drugs ... she's my
life! I can't break that promise.

July 2007
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Dean Privett

Notes from a Writer:
ve~v

K:

You've given us some
about your writing?

nice poetJy to publish in Baywatch, can I ask you

X:

Yes.

K:

What gets you writing?

X:

I went through a rough patch earlier and I tried to cope with it by writing poetry
then. Now I go back to that situation I was in before and get the feelings I had
then, and I write the feelings and use it in my writing now. I put it down, and
sort it out then I write a stmy from it.

K:

Why do yo1i like to. do this?

X:

I know that other people have had hard patches too, and they maybe can't
express it and might be able to do it in this way.

K:

Why is expressing feelings important for you?

X:

Ifi could have expressed my bad feelings in the past, it would've helped me get
through them. It's also a chance for friends here to see where I'm coming from.
If you can let it out, it's a weight off your shoulders.
Reading books has also helped open up my vocabulary at the same time. A lot
of people say reading is 'boring' but it's helped me in a big way. It
helps
you understand words and get things across to others without
needing to explain the meaning .

. . . a note from the editor
Many people think they can't write. They think they don't have
anything to say, or can't ;pel! well enough ....
Don 't believe it, about yourself' or anyone else! Confidence may be lacking, but that
can be rediscovered with the help off'riends or friendly teachers! Many of us copped
putdowns or ribbing.fi-mn people around us (at home, at school, in the playground),
but what people said about us is not'the truth ... and in any case, every single person
deserves respect and a chance to have their say.
Writing a diary can be a way to start, without pressure, to put your ideas down and to
see what is inside you that is wanting to come out! A more formal way of building
skill and confidence with writing is lo join a class, or to do some writing and have a
teacher give feedback. Writing for Baywatch is a special way to have your thoughts
out there for others to read, and you don't have to jump lhrough many hoops to get
your work published.
-Kit
_j

Man with No Face

Blushing Bride

I awaken violently li01n a dream I had
Sweat from my face felt cold and sad

I wept alone in World of Moan
My Soul was a raging tide
Until the fair and gentle loneliness
Became my blushing bride ....

I'm awake now, and feel safe in my bed
But losing the battle, imprisoned in my head
Close my eyes and tly to get back to sleep
The hand of death chokes me again, my body
is weak
I disengage myself and see me struggle to be
I am helpless to help, can the lord help me
I bang on the walls and scream out of fear
Frantically, violently, fight, silence I hear

Her eyes so bright like Stars in the night
Her hair long and curled
The Moon Shades of purple and pearl
Are Shades of grey reflected off this girl...
No More doubt no more pain
Never has it returned again
My emotions calm, I breath with a sigh
Dreaming loneliness my blushing bride ....
"Anonymous", 7 wing

My body is possessed, but my mind my own
Scared of dying, death in my mind is home
In a room with bright light, white as can be
Although I feel at peace, I still struggle to
breathe

Maybe a Dream

I see a man with no face, but sensed he could
see
How did I get here? Who sent him to me?

Visions of a dark night
I had dreamed of all Joy departed
Then I had a waking dream oflife and light
And a love left me broken hea11ed ...

I watch myself as I slowly fade away
I close my eyes and tell me it's OK
I smile at the man with no face in the room
Death .... not a dream is all but true ....
7 wing anonymous

It's not a dream by day
But by night feels like my eyes are open
Things burn around em, what is it I say?
Time been turned back ... To another day
It's a holy dream, that's what it seems
The World fighting round me
Love cheered me on lovingly Sprits Crying
'round me
What of a dark Stonny night with light
With thunder and lightning passing through
My heart trembled with fear, My Vision
became clear
It was just the devil in my view ....
Anonymous, 7 wing

PROBLEMS? Bring them on!
Don't worry if you have problems! Which is easy to say until you are in the midst of a
really big one, I know. But the only people I am aware of who don't have troubles are
gathered in little neighbourhoods. Most communities have at least one. We call them
cemeteries.
If you're breathing, you have difficulties. It's the way of life. And believe it or not,
most of your problems may actually be good for you! Let me explain.
Maybe you have seen the Great Barrier Reef, stretching some 1,800 miles fi'Oin New
Guinea to Australia. Tour guides regularly take visitors to view the reef On one tom,
the guide was asked an interesting question. "I notice that the lagoon side of the reef
looks pale and lifeless, while the ocean side is vibrant and colourful,' a traveller
obsetved. "Why is this?"
The guide gave an interesting answer: "The coral around the lagoon side is in still
water, with no challenge for its survival. It dies early. The coral on the ocean side is
constantly being tested by wind, waves, storrns - surges of power. It has to fight for
survival every day of.its life. As it is challenged and tested it changes and adapts. It
grows healthy. It grows strong. And it reproduces." Then he added this telling note:
"That's the way it is with every living organism."
That's how it is with people. Challenged and tested, we come alive! Like coral
pounded by the sea, we grow. Physical demands can cause us to grow stronger.
Mental and emotional stress can produce tough-mindedness and resiliency. Spiritual
testing can produce strength of character and faithfulness.
So, you have problems- no problem! Just tell yourself, "There I grow again!"

From the Public Domai11

Writing a Journal
Contrary to popular belief, writing a
journal is not just for girls. Journals are
very helpful for anyone who wants to get
through difficult times in their lives, sort
out difficult emotions and help gain
stability.
All you need is a pen or pencil and paper.
Yon can get exercise books from
education or some of the other services.
Yon can be writing to go through with
your counsellor, or just for yourself If you
can't write very well, it doesn't matter. As
long as you can understand it, that's all
that counts.
.
Writing a journal is very helpful for
dealing with those times when there is no
one to talk to or no one you can trust. It is
very helpful for inmates in gaol because
this is not a place where you can talk about
your fears, painful memories that won't go
away, or the loneliness you feel being on
your own in your cell at night or with your
cell mate that you don't know trom a bar of
soap.
Because you are in gaol there may be more
reason to be paranoid about someone
getting hold of your journal. The thing is
that you do not have to hold on to what
you have written. It will still be helpful for
you to write out what is bothering you or
what is on your mind, only to rip it up
afterwards. It can still help you to see
things for what they are. Journaling is a
way to get more understanding of a
situation. When you have written what is
going on in your head, just look at what
you have written and see if it makes sense
or if it is just your fears and paranoia
clouding the way you are looking at
something. It is a great reality check.

~

am

When you write something down on
paper, you don't need to be thinking about
the same thing over and over again, with it
going around in circles, never getting
anywhere. It is amazing how often you can
find a solution to a difficult situation, just
by looking at it how it really is, without
the confhsion that can go on in your brain
simply because you are isolated from your
family and friends and stressed out.
So, whether you are in gaol or on the
outside, journals are a great way for you to
keep on track and give yourself a reality
check. Maybe write down the things that
you are doing, instead of what you are not.
This can make you feel a lot better about
yourself and your situation.
Being an AOD counsellor, I strongly
suggest journaling as it helps a lot with
preventing a relapse. Again, being able to
look at the reality of the situation and the
consequences of what you may or may not
do is a fantastic way to help you get
through the days and not have to rely on
drugs to block it all out. If you end up
using drugs to get through a problem or a
feeling, that problem or feeling is still
there after the drugs wear off and you have
more problems to deal with.
An important thing to note is that you
don't have to write a factual account of
what is happening for you. You can also
use poetry or story telling to rid yourself of
your stress and a lot of artists use their
work as a release.
I am Christine, AOD worker in 7 wing.
There is an AOD worker assigned to each
wing in MSPC. Put in a self referral if you
would like to see us.

Christine, AOD worker in 7 wing. Th.ere is an AOD worker assigned to each wing in
MSPC. Put in a selfrefe!Tal if you would like to see us.
~~
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I wasn't always a drug addict, well only
half my life. But when I was 18 years old I
got off drugs for 17 months. I don't know
how I picked it up again, but like most of
us addicts I did. Only I picked up alcohol
as well.
Alcohol's probably my worst addiction. I
got so caught up in that world in landed me
in gaol. This is my second time
I've done 14 months of a 3-year sentence.
I'm looking at parole in September.
I'll be going to rehab. It's a bit scary; I've
been an addict since I was 13, not at 25 it's
time to change.
I have two beautiful children waiting out
there for me. I have so much, so why is it
so scary? Responsibility, that's why.
I have to keep telling myself that I only
have one shot at this life. I've done just
about everything there is to do but I've
never been a responsible adult.

I think by going to rehab I'll learn a lot
about being an adult and about letting go of
the past and moving on.
.
The past really holds me down. So its' out
with the old and in with the new.
I don't want to come in and out of gaol
forever. There's a whole world out there
full of dreams for me to capture as my own.
I believe I had to come to prison to realise
this. I think I'm finally ready to live life
and leave the drug world behind.

Life is hard
Life is tough
Institutions and gaol.
Crime and drugs
Am I a victim
Or my harshest judge
Do I know where I'm heading
Or in this world am I lost
To know myself
And not to judge
To care for me
And give me love
That's the key
I'm trying to find
To put my mess
Finally behind
And then I'll know
And then I'll see
The beautiful rainbow that will
become me
Is there life
Beyond these walls
Or is this my destiny,
Before my life
Was full of crime
And drugs had
Control of me,
In here I'm clean
I am OK,
But out there life's a mess,
It's really sad
When goal becomes
The life that's
Good for me.
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Why was the pelican kicked out of the hotel?
Hccaase lie had ra pay a big bill
VVhicb mountain is the sleepiest?

Mount Everest
Why couldn't the sailors play cards'
Because they were standing on the ckch!
How many tennis balls can you put in an empty tennis
ball can?
One. After that it isn't empty any more

I

0: What can a goose do that a duel> can't and
lawyer should?
A: Stick hiJ Bill up hiJ arm
0: what's the difference between Brussels sprouts
and snot?
A: KidJ hate eating Bru"eiJ Jprout'
0: What do you call 300 white men chasing a tiger?
A: The PCA tour

Which is the best clay to get a tan at the beach?
Sunday
Name two things that no~ one ever has lor lunch?
Brealifast and dinner
A girl went without sleep for 20 days and still wasn't
tired. How is this possible?
She slept at nigllt.
Mayo!

0: How do you cancel an appointment at the sperm
bani>?
A: Ring them up and tell them you can't come

A man entered a busy florist with a large sign in the window
that read, "Say it with flowers".
'Please wrap up a rose for me," he told the florist.
"Only one?"
"Just one" the customer replied, "I'm a man of few words"

A Koori, a Lebanese and an Asian are in a truck
together..... who's driving?
DCS
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What do ~o" call a man wHh a shovel?

What do you call a skeleton that tells jokes?
Funny bones

RIDDLE
A man has a lamb, a fox, a lettuce. He has to cross
the river in his rowboat. Ul!/Ortunate~v he can only
take one at a lime. How does he do this without the
fox eating the lamb or the lamb eating the letlllce, no
articles ofrestraint can be used i.e. ropes.

How can ~ow catch a B(jwirrel in ~owr garden?
Climb a free and act 1!/Je a nuf

Answer:
Take lamb first, take fox next anc~ bring back lamb
then take /eltuce and come back for lamb.

/)()U!J

What do ~ou call a slele>on that tellsJol?.es?
Funny leones
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Drawings by Robert Neal

Sanitarium

The Soldier

I was sick with the feeling of regret
They unbound me and allowed me to sit
I felt my senses leaving me as my hands
became wet
The room was dmkened, but not darkened
yet. ..

You wave goodbye ... and sense the stricken cry
The soldier marches on and on he goes
Belligerent nations with no sign of ease
To survive in a world ... with no sign of peace

I heard a voice began to speak, I held my
breath
My soul became trappeJ, trapped by
nothingness
The voice roared, like the thunder in the sky
I had a cold, yet a wann feeling built up
inside ...
So far I had not yet opened my eyes
For fear of fearfulness that lay donnant inside
The sentence had passed, the hammer had been
slammed
Mmtallaw ... passed down to Mortal Man ....
The hoiTor stabbed my heart, using pain as its
knife
A heart so fi·ail like prey, under the cloak of
night
Consciousness faded as I struggle to
comprehend
Loneliness set in, as emptiness became my
fi·iend.
As I awake in my dampeneJ sweat
Feelings race through my body with no answer
yet
Is there such a feeling known as regret?
Or just my insanity playing with my head?
Anonymous, 7 wing

You
You are my first Thought when I Awake
and my last Thought betore I tall Asleep.
You're with Me in my dreams
and I feel your spirit beside Me
every moment of the day.
!love you and I Couldn't live without you
Rico Mayo!

As the day dawns and the night sets in
Fires burn on and on they burn
The soldier signs his life to next of kin
War-cry sounded ... time for battle begins ...
He discharges his weapon ... a life now taken
Souls crying and crying they cry, ..
The soldier yet bewildered and also amused
Set out for blood ... and more to shoot.
The world in disaiTay ... with disease of modern
day
Death you see. goes on and on it goes
The soldier fights on to save they day
Aimlessly questions ... but who's to say?
He returns home ... to a life that's unknown
Confusion goes on and on it goes
He served his country and served it well
Conflicted with truth ... is this home? Or is it
hell?
Anonymous, 7 wing

Dean Privett

',

A cowboy rides into town
And stops at the saloon
He finishes his beer, turns around and sees his horse has been stolen. He fires at the
ceiling and shouts: "which one of you stole my horse?"
Everyone goes silent. "I'm gonna have another beer and if my horse ain't back by the
time I finish, I'm gonna do what I done in Texas."
"And I don't want to do that!"
He downs another beer, turns around and his horse is tied up outside. As he leaves,
the bannan runs out.
"Before you go," he says, "What happened in Texas?"
The cowboy turns back and says grimly,
"I walked home".
David Beckham has gone crazy, believing Posh has been having an affair. In a manic
rage, he goes out and buys a gun. He rushes home to confront his wife and finds her
in bed with her!over. Devastated, Beckham takes out the gun and points it at his own
head.
"No David, don't do it!" Posh cries, jumping from her spot underneath the covers.
"I'm sorry, baby, please! I know we can work this out"
"Shut up, and sit down, Victoria", David replies. "You're next".

David Beckham is celebrating:
"Forty-three days, 43 days!" he shouts happily.
Posh hears him !!nd asks him why he's celebrating.
He answers, "Well honey, I've done this jigsaw in only 43 days!"
"And that's good?" asks Posh.
"You bet, hon" say~ David, "It says three to six years on the box.

What's the first thing Shane Warne does when he gets out of bed???
Goes home
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Chinese or what? No ... just jumbled countries or the world.
Can you work them out? You may need the help of an atlas.
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Here are some real puzzlers for you! Decipher the
hidden meaning of each set of words.
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Chicken Curry

serves 4
500 gm chicken breast, diced
2 cup thickened cream
2tbs butter
2 onions, finely chopped
4 cloves garlic, finely chopped
2 tbs curry paste
In a saucepan melt butter and fry your garlic and onion until brown. Add curry paste
and fry it for 2 minutes whilst stirring continuously to avoid sticking. Add chicken
and stir for approx 5 minutes before adding thickened cream. Continue stirring till
chicken breast is tender.
Serve with steamed rice.

FRITATA
for2
4eggs
Shredded cheese - !12 cup
2 shallots, finely chopped
Y2 capsicum, diced finely
1 onion, t1nely chopped
2 cloves, garlic t1nely chopped
Butter 10 gm
Mix the above with the egg in a bowl and beat it till mixed
properly. Heat sauce pan and melt butter. Add the contents to
the saucepan once heated. Cook on low heat for 2 minutes. Flip
the content and cook for a minute before serving.

RECIPES from N.G.

THE BIG HOUSE
Stand on the muster line and answer your name
Hat and sunnies off Dunlop vollies and greens
Every bloody day is always the same
Locked in a cell19 hours out of24
I miss the real world so very much
I won't be back again that's for sure
What a total waster of time and life
The situations that drugs can get us in
It's not fair on my children or wife
One day they will be in my arms again
Ill smile at the sweet smell of freedom
Only the memories will remain
Until then time drags on
When your freedom is gone

poem by Shane Maris
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